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Abstract

Code annotations are the core of the main APIs and frameworks for enterprise development, and are widely used on several applications. However, despite these APIs and frameworks made advanced uses of annotations, the language API for annotation reading is far from their needs. In particular, annotation reading is still a relatively complex task, that can consume a lot of development time and that can couple the framework internal structure to its annotations. This paper proposes an annotation-based API to retrieve metadata from code annotations and populate an instance with meta-information ready to be used by the framework. The proposed API is based on best practices and approaches for metadata definition documented on patterns, and has been implemented by a framework named Esfinge Metadata. We evaluated the approach by refactoring an existing framework to use it through Esfinge Metadata. The original and the refactored versions are compared using several code assessment techniques, such as software metrics, and bad smells detection, followed by a qualitative analysis based on source code inspection. As a result, the case study revealed that the usage of the proposed API can reduce the coupling between the metadata reading code and the annotations.

CCS Concepts • Software and its engineering → Object oriented development;

Keywords metadata, code annotation, framework development

1 Introduction

Enterprise applications usually execute in middlewares that gather information from the software components, providing the services they need. In the past, most of the information needed by the application server was defined in external descriptors. This information was mostly metadata about the application classes and methods. For large applications, those descriptors became artifacts really hard to maintain. An example of such kind of platform was J2EE with EJB 2.1 [15]. Later, code annotations were introduced as a native feature in the Java language [16] as a solution for metadata configuration. Nowadays, several official Java APIs [17–19] and popular frameworks [1, 20], not only in enterprise applications domain, have code annotations at their core.

Developers are used to annotate their own code using annotations provided by frameworks. However, creating their own solutions based on annotations is much less common. Based on the popularity of annotations-based frameworks, empirical evidences [24, 25, 28] and experimental studies [12], one can say they might be losing an opportunity to use a more suitable solution to some kinds of problems, such as entity mapping, creation of callback methods and configuring a crosscutting concern [13]. The native Java API only provides methods to retrieve annotations directly from a code element, which is far from what is needed by a framework that should retrieve information from an entire annotation schema1.

1 A group of related annotations that represents framework domain metadata
The authors have documented in previous work recurrent patterns for metadata-based frameworks [10] and for metadata-based frameworks [11]. Aiming to give a better support to implement these practices, we propose in this paper this API with its respective implementation, called Esfinge Metadata\footnote{2github.com/EsfingeFramework/metadata}. Metadata validation was the first feature implemented by Esfinge Metadata [2], but is out of this paper’s scope. This paper focuses on the features for annotation reading and sections 3 and 4 are original contributions.

The usage of the new API was evaluated by refactoring an existing metadata-based framework for class instances comparison. This framework was chosen for using advanced metadata-reading techniques, for instance, that allow an extension in the annotation schema. A comparison between the original version and the refactored version was performed using several techniques, such as object-oriented metrics [21] and bad smell detection [27].

2 Patterns for Code Annotations

The authors have documented in previous work recurrent solutions for metadata-based framework internal structure, focusing on metadata reading and processing [11]. A pattern called Metadata Container is the core pattern of this language, introducing a class whose instances represent metadata at runtime, as shown in Fig. 1. The class Metadata Container is responsible to store metadata read from the annotations at runtime. The FrameworkController asks the repository for the metadata for a given class. If the metadata of that class was not retrieved, it invokes the MetadataReader, responsible to get the metadata wherever it is. All peculiarities of the annotation schema and strategies for metadata definition should be handled by the MetadataReader, that should return the MetadataContainer with the metadata ready to be used by the FrameworkController. Since this is a recurrent practice in several frameworks [11], we assume that storing metadata in a regular class when reading a complex annotation schema is a general good practice. Therefore Metadata Container pattern is central for the proposed API.

The same pattern language also has the patterns Delegate Metadata Reader and Metadata Processor that supports the creation of an extensible annotation schema. For each annotation to be processed there should be a respective implementation of the ReaderDelegate interface that knows how to read and interpret its information. Each Delegate Metadata Reader should create one or more implementations of MetadataProcessor and add them in the MetadataContainer. The MetadataProcessor is the abstraction that represents the framework behavior associated with each annotation. Based on that, the framework should retrieve each processor and invoke them when processing the logic associated with its respective code element.

New annotations should be associated with their respective implementation of a Metadata Reader Delegate. This binding is usually done by a framework annotation that configures the processor class in the custom annotation. Based on that, the framework should search in all annotations of a given element, for the ones that are annotated with its binding annotation. For each one found, it should instantiate the configured class, invoke it to interpret the metadata from that annotation and add its respective processors to the metadata container.

Another set of language-dependent patterns, called idioms, documented a set of practices to represent metadata as annotations [10]. In particular, there are two idioms that focus on a more efficient metadata definition: General Configuration and Annotation Mapping. Using a General Configuration it is possible to define an annotation in a more general context, such as a class, applying the metadata definition to elements contained by it, such as its methods. Annotation Mapping allows the creation of a new annotation to represent a group of annotations, which can be used to create domain annotations [4, 23].

Finally, another set of patterns documented fundamental practices for annotation-based APIs [7] that are used by several frameworks. For instance, pattern Class Stamp documents the practice of adding an annotation to a class to differentiate its processing from the others, and pattern Meta-Parameterization introduces attributes in annotations to allow more granular and specific definitions.

3 Annotation-Based API to Consume Code Annotations

This section presents the new general purpose API to read code annotations. The usage of the proposed API is not limited to frameworks that already use the patterns, but it is designed to guide the developers towards the best practices. It is similar to MVC web frameworks that direct the development to a good separation of concerns. It has a Simple
API for individual metadata retrieval, and a Mapping API to retrieve metadata into a Metadata Container [11], following the pattern presented in section 2. Also, the annotation schema from the API itself can be extended. If the framework needs to retrieve a metadata from the class that is not supported by the native API annotations, new metadata reading APIs might be defined.

The Simple API has methods that are equivalent to the Java current API, which retrieves annotations from single elements. The difference is that it takes in consideration configurations that can indicate that the target annotation might be defined in other elements. These configurations are detailed in subsection 3.1. The Mapping API retrieves information from an annotation schema and populates a metadata container instance with them. The class AnnotationReader has a method called readingAnnotationsTo() that receives as parameters the class with the annotations that should be read and the class that represents the metadata container. Fig. 2 presents examples from both approaches.

```java
//Simple API usage
List<Annotation> annotList = AnnotationFinder.findAnnotation()
//Simple API usage
AnnotationReader annotationReader = new AnnotationReader();
MetadataContainer container = annotationReader
    .readingAnnotationsTo(AnnotatedClass.class,
    MetadataContainer.class);
```

**Figure 2.** Simple and Mapping API usage.

To use the mapping API the metadata container class should contain annotations that maps each of its attributes to meta-information that should be retrieved from the target class. The subsections 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4 detail the mapping annotations.

### 3.1 Metadata Search

There are several patterns where annotations can be defined outside the target element, like on the enclosing code element or inside other annotations. Because of that, the API provides a way to configure an annotation about the places where it can be defined. The following are the annotations provided by the API that can be added in the annotation definition to enable its search in other places:

- @SearchInsideAnnotations - This annotation configures when an annotation can be defined inside another one. When an annotation with this configuration is searched, the API implementation should look for it inside each of the target element annotations;
- @SearchOnEnclosingElements - This annotation configures when an annotation can be defined in the scope of its enclosing element. When an annotation with this configuration is searched in a method, if not found, the API implementation should verify if it is present in its class;
- @SearchOnAbstractions - This annotation configures when an annotation can be defined in abstractions, such as superclasses and interfaces. When an annotation with this configuration is searched in types, the API implementation should verify its superclasses and interfaces. When it is searched on a method, it should search on a method that it overrides from the superclass or that it implements in interfaces.

Those configurations can be freely combined. For instance, for an annotation with @SearchOnAbstractions and @SearchInsideAnnotations, it can be defined in an abstraction and inside other annotations. That means that for a given class, this annotation could be found inside another annotation which is defined in its superclass.

The API defines an extension point that allows the introduction of new strategies to locate metadata. That could be used, for instance, to define code conventions that can be an alternative to annotations for metadata representation. In order to define a new metadata search annotation, it should receive the annotation @Locator with the class that implements the interface MetadataLocator.

### 3.2 Mapping Simple Metadata

The class that represents a metadata container should have annotations to map the class metadata to its attributes. This subsection presents the fundamental annotations of the API, that maps information that can be directly retrieved from the target element. It is important to highlight that all annotations for metadata search presented in subsection 3.1 are considered for the mapping.

The initial configuration that a metadata container needs to have is the @ContainerFor annotation. It defines the kind of code element that this container is for. The allowed values are TYPE (for classes, interfaces, enums and annotations), METHOD, FIELD or ALL (if all kinds of elements are allowed).

```java
@ContainerFor(ContainerTarget.TYPE)
public class ContainerClass {
    @ElementName private String elementName;
    @ContainsAnnotation(Element.class) private boolean element;
    @ReflectionReference private Class<? extends Element> clazz;
    @AnnotationProperty(annocation = Table.class, property = "value")
    private String tableName;
}
```

**Figure 3.** Example of an annotated metadata container.

The attributes can receive annotations that maps them to information on the target class metadata. They can refer
to intrinsic reflective metadata, such as element name, or to custom metadata on annotations. Table 1 presents the descriptions of the annotations used on the code example in Fig. 3.

Table 1. Simple API Annotations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Annotation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>@ElementName</td>
<td>Receives the name of the target code element.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>@ContainsAnnotation</td>
<td>Maps to a boolean value that states if the annotation is present or not.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>@ReflectionReference</td>
<td>Receives the instance from the Reflection API that represents the target code element.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>@AnnotationProperty</td>
<td>Receives the value of an annotation property.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3 Cascade Method and Attribute Mapping

When the metadata of a class is read, usually it is necessary to retrieve metadata from its methods or attributes. To support this requirement, the API has annotations that allows the mapping of methods or fields metadata to collections of their respective metadata containers. In other words, a metadata container to represent class metadata can have a collection of metadata containers to represent its methods metadata.

Fig. 4 presents an example of how each method is mapped to its own container. The annotation @ProcessMethods can annotate an attribute whose type is a collection of containers for methods metadata. This class can contain mapping annotations from the API to retrieve metadata from each method.

```java
//class metadata container
@ContainerFor(ContainerTarget.TYPE)
public class ContainerClass {
    @ProcessMethods
    private List<ContainerMethod> methodContainers;
}
//method metadata container
@ContainerFor(ContainerTarget.METHOD)
public class ContainerMethod {
    @AnnotationProperty(annotation = Column.class, property = "value")
    private String columnName;
}
```

Figure 4. Mapping a list of method containters.

This mapping allows a metadata container that represents a class to have collections of containers from its internal elements, such as methods and fields. Other annotations from the API enable criteria that can include only or exclude from the list methods with a certain annotation.

3.4 Mapping Metadata Processors

The support for an extensible annotation schema is an important feature provided by the API, as it is a functionality that previously needed to be manually implemented by the framework. Each new annotation introduced should be associated with a class responsible for its interpretation. What should be added in the metadata container is the metadata processor that results from the execution of the annotation reading method for the custom annotation.

Fig. 5 presents an example of a mapping of metadata processors. The attribute from the @CustomReader annotation receives the class from the annotation used to configure the delegate metadata reader. In other words, in the given example, the API implementation should search in the target element for annotations that are annotated with @ReaderConfigAnnotation. The presence of this annotation is used to configure that it is a custom annotation from the framework.

```java
@ContainerFor(ContainerTarget.TYPE)
public class ContainerClass {
    @CustomReader(value=ReaderConfigAnnotation.class, type=ProcessorType.READER_IS_PROCESSOR)
    private List<ProcessorInterface> processors;
}
```

Figure 5. Mapping a list of metadata processors.

Despite the @CustomReader annotation that get processors from the target element, other similar annotations named @MethodProcessors and @FieldProcessors retrieves the processors respectively from each method and field of a class. These other annotations are mapped to attributes from the type Map whose key is respectively from the class Method and Field.

Fig. 6 presents the example of an annotation that the framework can define to configure new annotations. This is the annotation that should be the one referenced in @CustomReader. This annotation should receive as the value attribute, a class that implements the processor interface. In order to extend the framework adding a new annotation, it should receive this annotation with its respective processor.

```java
//Custom annotation definition
@Target(ElementType.ANNOTATION_TYPE)
@Retention(RetentionPolicy.RUNTIME)
public @interface ReaderConfigAnnotation {
    Class<?> value();
}
```

```java
//Annotation processor interface definition
public interface ReaderConfigAnnotation {
    Class<? extends ProcessorInterface> value();
}
```

Figure 6. Defining a framework annotation with its respective processor.
Fig. 6 also presents the last piece to create the extensible metadata reading mechanism based on the API, the interface for reading the annotation. This interface should be implemented by the classes that receive the custom annotations to retrieve the data necessary to the annotation processor. This interface should have a method with the annotation @ExecuteProcessor.

The API supports 3 different approaches to implement the processors. Those possibilities were based on implementations of existing frameworks. The desired approach is defined in the type attribute of the @CustomReader annotation. The following are the available options:

- **READER_IS_PROCESSOR** - By using this approach, the class that reads the annotation also have methods for processing it. The API implementation should add in the container the instance itself that reads the annotation;

- **READER_RETURNS_PROCESSOR** - By using this approach, the class that reads the annotation should return the processor in the method with the @InitProcessor annotation. The API implementation should add in the container the instance returned by this method;

- **READER_ADDS_METADATA** - By using this approach, a processor is not really required, since the reader receives the metadata container instance and is responsible to add the metadata on it. The API implementation should just pass the container as a parameter to the method with the @InitProcessor annotation.

4 Esfinge Metadata - API Implementation

The Esfinge project\(^4\) is an initiative to create innovative open-source metadata-based frameworks. It is defined as an organization on GitHub\(^5\) which contains the source code for all of its projects. Examples of the initiative frameworks are Esfinge Guardian \([26]\), for flexible access control, and Esfinge AOM Role Mapper \([8]\), for adaptive object models implementation. Esfinge Comparison, which is used for the case study described in section 5, is also part of this initiative. It is important to state that despite they are part of the same project, they are all independent softwares.

Esfinge Metadata is a framework that aims to provide functionality to facilitate metadata reading, specially defined by annotations. Considering the whole context of Esfinge project, the idea is that Metadata becomes a meta-framework used by other projects as well as by external frameworks developers. It implements the API described in section 3. The goal of this section is to present some of its implementation details.

\(^4\)http://esfinge.sourceforge.net/ - in portuguese
\(^5\)https://github.com/EsfingeFramework

One of the most important features of Esfinge Metadata is the search for metadata in different places as defined for the API in Section 3.1. The framework implemented the pattern Chain of Responsibility \([6]\) where each node is responsible to search the annotation following a given approach. When it is necessary to search for an annotation, a locator’s chain is built for it. This chain is based on the locator’s annotations that the target annotations have. The class RegularLocator that search normally for the annotation in the current element is always present in the chain as it last element.

Fig. 7 presents a class diagram with some of the main classes of the framework. It can be used as a reference for the following explanations. The main facade from the framework is the class AnnotationReader that is responsible to return a container with class metadata. It uses the class MetadataRepository to search for the container. When the container is not found in the repository, it uses the class MetadataExecute to create it. The repository has a map that stores containers from Esfinge Metadata itself and from other frameworks.

MetadataExecute is the class that orchestrates the process for metadata reading. Its responsibility is to create the target metadata container and populate it with the target class metadata. Its first step is to invoke the class MetadataValidator to verify if the annotations are used in the class.
The framework used for the case study was the Esfinge Comparison. This section discusses the case study used to validate the effectiveness of the proposed API. Despite the case study is a refactoring exercise focused on changing the annotation reading class to use Esfinge Metadata for annotation reading, both the original and the refactored versions are available in GitHub. The comparison algorithm for each class property. For instance, the framework provides annotations to configure numeric tolerance or a property to be ignored.

Esfinge Comparison was chosen for this case study as it is using patterns for the internal structure of metadata-based frameworks and it is already used in some real applications currently in production.

The Esfinge Comparison framework compares two instances of the same class and returns a list with the differences between them. It is heavily based on code annotations, since it allows applications using the framework to configure the comparison algorithm for each class property. For instance, the framework provides annotations to configure numeric tolerance or a property to be ignored.

The Esfinge Metadata uses itself to read its own annotations. In other words, the same classes that use Esfinge Metadata to create and store the metadata containers from other frameworks are used to do the same for the framework itself. Due to this fact, MetadataExecute invokes MetadataRepository to retrieve the metadata reading container.

The class MetadataContainer is the Esfinge Metadata container and is composed by instances of AnnotationReadProcessor. All Esfinge annotations that map attributes to metadata are associated to a processor. Each processor implementation uses the class AnnotationFinder, which uses the metadata locator chain to retrieve the annotations.

Despite the usage of Esfinge Metadata in the case study presented in section 5, it was also applied in the development of a gamification framework. It was also used internally to read the Esfinge Metadata annotations, in other words, it uses itself to read its own annotations.

5 Case Study - Refactoring an Existing Framework

This section discusses the case study used to validate the metadata reading API, implemented by Esfinge Metadata. The framework used for the case study was the Esfinge Comparison. The initial version of the framework was released on 2012 on Sourceforge platform, and it is already used in some real applications currently in production.

The Esfinge Comparison framework compares two instances of the same class and returns a list with the differences between them. It is heavily based on code annotations, since it allows applications using the framework to configure the comparison algorithm for each class property. For instance, the framework provides annotations to configure numeric tolerance or a property to be ignored.

Esfinge Comparison was chosen for this case study as it is using patterns for the internal structure of metadata-based frameworks. It has features to enable the annotation schema extension, which is specially interesting to evaluate if the proposed solution supports this appropriately. Its internal design was evaluated as good in a previous study that focused on the reference architecture it is based on. These facts support the claim that comparing the refactored version of Esfinge Comparison with its previous version can provide a case study in which it is possible to focus on the impact generated by the usage of the proposed API, without the interference of a poor previous design.

The goal of this evaluation is to compare two metadata-based frameworks in which the unique difference is the usage of the proposed API. Despite the case study is a refactoring of an existing software, the proposed API also aims to be introduced in the beginning of the framework development.

5.1 Study Design

The case study focuses on answering the following research question: How does the refactoring performed with the proposed API impact the internal structure of the target framework?

After the refactoring process, the automated unit tests were executed to guarantee that Esfinge Comparison maintained its expected behavior. Different techniques were used to assess distinct characteristics from the source code of both versions.

The following are the approaches that were used in the study: (a) Object-oriented (OO) and annotation metrics: Extraction of metrics from the source code, including size, complexity and coupling metrics; (b) Bad smell detection: Analyze if bad smell instances appeared or were removed from the source code.

Since both versions of the framework implements the same functionalities, we can perform a direct comparison between them. This allows, for example, to analyze whether the code complexity increased or decreased in the refactored system, without the need for defining thresholds indicating high/low complexity levels.

5.2 Framework Refactoring

The refactoring focused on changing the annotation reading class to use EsfingeMetadata for annotation reading. Both the original and the refactored versions are available in GitHub. Table 2 presents a summary of the changes in the refactoring. These changes were extracted from the GitHub website using the feature to compare versions. Changes in configuration and project files were excluded.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Changes</th>
<th>Added</th>
<th>Removed</th>
<th>Changed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Classes</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lines of code</td>
<td>317</td>
<td>214</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The test coverage of the original version measured with Intellij IDEA was 83%, and for the refactored version was 80%. A code inspection was performed in the parts of the code not covered by the tests. It was found that most of them involved default constructors and access methods.

The greatest difficulty in the mapping of the metadata container happened when it was necessary to retrieve an information from the field type that was not supported by the

11.https://github.com/EsfingeFramework/comparison/releases/tag/1.2.0-SNAPSHOT
The proposed API removed the need for the major part of the metadata reading logic from the original version. Therefore, we expected a decrease in the LOC value. However, the lines eliminated in that part were compensated by implementation of a framework extension and to the API annotations.

5.4 Bad Smells Elimination

A bad smell detection analysis was carried out to verify if some bad smell was removed or added by the refactoring. It is important to highlight that bad smells are not necessarily code bugs, but rather design flaws that might become troublesome in the long term. The bad smell detection tool used to perform the analysis was JSpirit [27]. A total of 16 bad smells were found in the original version and 14 in the refactored version.

The refactoring removed two bad smells, one Intensive Coupling and one Dispersed Coupling. This follows what was already observed in the OO metrics, where we found evidence that the coupling has been reduced by the refactoring. This results reinforces what was described in the previous subsection, demonstrating that the cyclomatic complexity is associated to the metadata reading previously performed in the Esfinge Comparison.

5.5 Case Study Conclusions

This section presents an evaluation of the results facing the research question: **How does the refactoring performed with the proposed API impact the internal structure of the target framework?**

The proposed API removed the need for the major part of the metadata reading logic from the original version. Therefore, we expected a decrease in the LOC value. However, the lines eliminated in that part were compensated by implementation of a framework extension and to the API annotations.
added in the container class. Also, the API caused a reduction in code coupling. Evidences of this are seen by the decrease of CALL and FOUT metrics, and by the removal of two coupling bad smells.

Metadata reading logic usually needs to be coupled to the annotation types and to the metadata container classes. That fact makes this logic sensible to changes on both. The use of the proposed API exchanged the imperative code that perform the metadata reading for a declarative mapping using annotations.

5.6 Threats to Validity
The main threat to validity of the results come from the fact that the case study was conducted based on a single framework. It shows a possible impact that the usage of the proposed API, but it cannot be generalized that all frameworks that adopt the API would have a similar impact. However, we can affirm that the reduction in the internal dependencies found in the results is possible to be achieved.

To mitigate the impact of using the refactoring of a single framework as the case study, a qualitative analysis based on code inspection was performed. This qualitative analysis aimed to investigate more deeply the causes of the differences between the two versions, understanding in terms of software design what happened to impact the metrics.

6 Related Work
The metadata-based frameworks widely used by industry still use the standard Java reflection API to retrieve annotations. Despite there are several works that explore the use of annotations, we found none that aims to focus on a general purpose API for reading annotations in runtime.

There are some alternative APIs for reflection in Java based on the concept of fluent APIs [5]. An example of such implementation is Mirror [13]. Despite it gives some support for annotation reading, it still retrieve each annotation individually.

There are some implementations that instead of searching annotations based on the target element, search for classes with a given annotation. Scannotation [13] and Extensible Component Scanner [14] are examples of such solutions. Despite these solutions can be considered for general purpose, they focus on searching classes and not on retrieving those classes metadata.

Checker Framework [3, 22] is a framework for compile time annotation processing. It aims to extend the Java’s type system using type annotations to enable verifications that can detect bugs and bad practices in source code. Despite it can be used for more general purposes, it is designed to be used by compiler plugins and not by metadata-based frameworks.

7 Conclusion
This paper presented the proposal of a new API for reading code annotations. This API is based on documented patterns and aims to provide a better support for frameworks to adopt and implement such practices. The proposed API is based on metadata mapping, where a class receives annotations that provide information about what meta-information should be retrieved from the target class and attributed to each field.

The proposed API provides innovative features, such as: (a) support to search annotations in other code elements related to the target code element; (b) mapping for class metadata and annotation attributes; (c) chain processing of methods and field metadata; (d) support for implementation of an extensible metadata schema; (e) extension point that allows the creation of new metadata reading annotations. Esfinge Metadata is a framework that implemented the proposed API as a way to show the viability of its implementation.

A case study was conducted by refactoring an existing framework aiming to evaluate the impact in source code of using the proposed API. The most evident conclusion was the reduction in the number of dependencies in components that perform metadata reading. This was confirmed by the reduction in coupling metrics and the elimination of two coupling bad smells. The new version of the refactored framework also has an increase on its number of annotations as expected. However, an expected reduction in the number of lines of code does not happened, mainly because of an extension of the framework that was needed to retrieve a metadata that was not originally supported by it.

As a future work, there are some points in the API that could be improved in a further version. One of them is the support for reading metadata defined by other means, such as external files and code conventions. Another possibility is the mapping between equivalent annotations from different frameworks. Another point to be improved is to investigate the current structure of existing frameworks to search for additional possibilities on mapping for features that the framework currently implements. Another future work will aim to evaluate the usage of the current API by developers. Some points to be investigated are: (a) How is the impact of the API learning curve in development?; (b) Are developers more productive by using the API? To investigate this points a study involving a controlled experiment might be applied or its usage in the development of a new framework could be investigated.
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